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Writing first meeting and decent conversation between Roy and Iritiree today ...

By WoC | March 10, 2018 at 06:36 PM EST | No Comments

A lot of information about the World of Clouds will come out in this conversation.

The ghost woman finally has a name ...

By WoC | March 10, 2018 at 06:31 PM EST | No Comments
I named the ghost woman.
Iritiree.
The name has no specific meaning in fact it doesn't exist. That is the idea. She is someone
who "doesn't exist" in the story. I tried Google translate and Wikipedia and couldn't find anything
on that name. So that is good. She was born in the World of Clouds and is the daughter of
a mountain king so she would have a name that doesn't exist on earth.
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Enter a Descriptive Title for your New Blog Entry

By WoC | March 10, 2018 at 06:24 PM EST | No Comments
Blog here.

Writing first meeting and devent conversation between Roy and Iritiree today ...

By WoC | March 10, 2018 at 06:24 PM EST | No Comments

In this conversation a lot of things about the World of Clouds will be explained ...

Just finished a major action sequence in level 5 ...

By WoC | March 09, 2018 at 08:14 PM EST | No Comments
I just finished a major action sequence in level 5. Pretty happy about it though I am little
worried that too much of it is a cinematic. This is where a more "movie moment" kicks in I guess.
I might break it up later into more gameplay.

Clikfoot got new job in ...

By WoC | March 09, 2018 at 04:49 PM EST | No Comments
Clikfoot got a new job in today titled Clubfoot.

Extract: Roy meets the Paper Whisperer ...

By WoC | March 08, 2018 at 07:53 PM EST | No Comments
He gets to the top though and looks around him. Roy looks on the floor and sees piles and piles
of old newspapers all over it.
They are also stacked up against the walls. Some of the piles look like they could fall over
any moment. Then he hears the sounds
of someone folding paper through a doorway. He walks up to the door. Its open and he
looks inside ...
< Cinematic. Roy as a teen looks around the corner of a poor looking bedroom of some kind. It
looks like an old hospital room
that was converted into a bedroom. There is an old bed to the side rather high off the
ground. Then there is an elderly woman
sitting at a small round table in front of a single window with poor looking curtains at its side.
The sound of scissors
cutting paper as she is cutting newspaper articles out and placing them on the table. Next to
her there is a single pile of
newspapers sitting on the ground. The woman becomes aware of Roy standing in the doorway.
She puts the scissors down on the
table slowly. Then turns around. Roy the man is standing in the doorway: "I dont mean to
disturb you. I was just wondering
if you know the way upstairs ..." The woman turns back around slowly. Very sad looking: "They
call me The Paper Whisperer. I
can give you a small map of the place if you like ..." She picks up a small paper map from
another pile on her table and folds
that into a small paper plane. When she is done she holds the paper plane close to her mouth
and whispers to it: "Gently now
with a little haste find the man with dirty nails and show him the way ..." Roy looks in
amazement as the little paper plane
flies out of her hands and comes to drift right in front of him. He takes the plane from the air in
his one hand. Then he looks
at his nails: "My name is Roy. My nails are not that dirty are they?" The woman ignores what
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he said. She picks up the
article she just cut out of a newspaper and folds it into a paper plane. Then she stands up and
goes to stand in front of the
open window. She looks through it for a few seconds as if she is searching for something
or someone. Then she whispers: "Find
the winds and fast you go to find my son who crossed the great water to search for his
wings ..." The little paper plane flies
right out of her hands and through the open window. It rises up into the sky until it disappears
into the clouds above ...
Roy looks down at the map in his hands: "Thank you." The Paper Whisperer waves her hand
to invite him inside: "You can sit
here and have some coffee with me. Its almost done ..." She points at an empty chair ...
Just watch out for that hole in the
floor. Some poor bastard fell through all the way from upstairs. My guess is he is probably
still falling judging by how tall
this building is. Who knows where the bottom is ..." >
Roy walks into the room. He snorts as he looks at the big hole in the floor: "I wonder who that
could be". He closes the
door behind him nervously looking down the hallway just to make sure there are no gang
members around. He walks through her
room and looks at het pictures on the walls. Also on her bed there are piles of letters that looks
like she wrote it.
Then the kettle in the far corner starts to whistle and the woman brings it to the table. Roy
sits down. She pours him a cup
of coffee. Hands him some milk and sugar: "I notice you wear a gun. If you are going up to the
top room to take care of the Boss
that have been staying here for free and drinking all the wine, I can help you distract his
guards." Roy is interested: "Sure.
What would you do?" The Paper Whisperer leans in closer to him and lowers her voice as if
someone might be listening: "We have
to talk quietly. Many nosy guests up here. They like to stand outside doors and listen in. Got
nothing better to do poor souls."
Roy is wondering: "Who is this man anyways? Why is he here?"
The Paper Whisperer shakes her head: "Nobody really knows. We hear the sounds of
metal machinery coming from up there. I think
they are building something up there. Cant be a good thing ..."
Thursday 8 March 2018
The Paper Whisperer continues: "You dont have enough bullets for all the guards upstairs
and getting around them will be
impossible but I can do something for you that will help you get around them without any effort.
In that way you will catch the
Boss off guard and he wont have a chance to escape and return another day. See this box? I have
a special collection of articles
in there. They are particularly boring. With the right words whispered they can make any of
those guards fall asleep almost
instantly. I just have to fold them into little planes for you first and add my special touch of magic."
Roy is doubtful but wants to sound greatful: "Sure why not. Anything that can make my job
easier. Do you want anything in return?"
The Paper Whisperer goes to stand in front of an old clock on the wall: "Yes there is something
you have to do for me first.
Not very hard. There is an old man one floor up. He fixes old radios and is also building one
big powerful radio. He thinks he
can combine all his radios into one to send a powerful enough signal to his people so they can
come pick him up. What a fool.
Anyways, he borrowed a small screwdriver from me. Its very tiny with a red handle. It has a
special head with which you can open
that clock and fix anything in it. Its been dead ever since I found it. I was told that it shows
real time and it never loses
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even a second. It has a spell on it. Very unusual to find around here but they do exist. If you can
go one floor up and try get
it back from Coils, that radio man, I would be very grateful."
Roy agrees: "O.k. deal. I will go up there and talk to him. One way or another I will get it back
for you. Do you know where he
keeps it?"
The Paper Whisperer sniffs and chuckles: "They gave him the biggest room. It takes up an
entire floor. Its such a mess I have no
idea. Just do your best. I am sure you will find it. You look like a clever one."
Roy: "Once I have it do I bring it back down here for you?"
Paper Whisperer: "Yes. I will wait for you here. I will start on folding those little sleepy planes
for you now so when you come
back they will be ready for you."

Did some more writing on level 5 standing in line at foodbank ...

By WoC | March 07, 2018 at 09:09 PM EST | No Comments
Walked to the foodbank today.
Did some more writing on level 5 while standing in line at the foodbank today.
Mainly the relationship between Coils and The Paper Whisperer.
Other than that just got a little lost walking back from the foodbank but otherwise a
rather uneventful day.

Extending the Kitchen level ...

By WoC | March 07, 2018 at 12:17 AM EST | No Comments
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Meeting the Paper Whisperer ...

By WoC | March 06, 2018 at 10:21 PM EST | No Comments
< Cinematic. Roy as a teen looks around the corner of a poor looking bedroom of some kind. It looks like an
old hospital room
that was converted into a bedroom. There is an old bed to the side rather high off the ground. Then there is
an elderly woman
sitting at a small round table in front of a single window with poor looking curtains at its side. The sound of scissors
cutting paper as she is cutting newspaper articles out and placing them on the table. Next to her there is a
single pile of
newspapers sitting on the ground. The woman becomes aware of Roy standing in the doorway. She puts
the scissors down on the
table slowly. Then turns around. Roy the man is standing in the doorway: "I dont mean to disturb you. I was
just wondering
if you know the way upstairs ..." The woman turns back around slowly. Very sad looking: "They call me The
Paper Whisperer. I
can give you a small map of the place if you like ..." She picks up a small paper map from another pile on her
table and folds
that into a small paper plane. When she is done she holds the paper plane close to her mouth and whispers to
it: "Gently now
with a little haste find the man with dirty nails and show him the way ..." Roy looks in amazement as the little
paper plane
flies out of her hands and comes to drift right in front of him. He takes the plane from the air in his one hand.
Then he looks
at his nails: "My name is Roy. My nails are not that dirty are they?" The woman ignores what he said. She picks
up the
article she just cut out of a newspaper and folds it into a paper plane. Then she stands up and goes to stand in
front of the
open window. She looks through it for a few seconds as if she is searching for something or someone. Then
she whispers: "Find
the winds and fast you go to find my son who crossed the great water to search for his wings ..." The little
paper plane flies
right out of her hands and through the open window. It rises up into the sky until it disappears into the
clouds above ...
Roy looks down at the map in his hands: "Thank you." The Paper Whisperer walks up to the door and then
gently closes it: "If
you will excuse me now I must take my bath. It was nice meeting you and good luck to you." Roy steps back as
the old lady shuts
the door gently in front of him. Then turns around ..." >

Rendering next shot in Catalina montage ...

By WoC | March 06, 2018 at 07:18 PM EST | No Comments
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Rendering 8th shot in my Catalina showcase montage. Seven too 2 months to render but I render
in the background on 4 threads only in Blender so it takes longer but then I can continue
working with the rest of the computer. If I render with all 8 threads is faster but then my machine
is so bogged down that I cant do anything else.

Here is the opening of level 5 ...

By WoC | March 06, 2018 at 12:01 AM EST | No Comments
< Cinematic. Roy is standing on the edge of the wooden porch and where there is still a piece of
the rope bridge dangling
in the wind. The wind has died down though and the entire tomb ship is covered by thick fog.
Its only barely visible.
The entire space around the Mill Station has transformed into a weird "heavenly" like world.
Almost dreamlike. Not much
of the mountain can be seen through the thick fog. Its almost as if the Mill Station building
is drifting in the middle
of a cloud. What did that piano man say ..? Sometimes this building is here and sometimes
not? Could it have moved into
the clouds somewhere ... drifted off? Or is it still at the same mountain's side? Roy stands
and looks down at where he
can barely see the tomb ship in the fog. He wonders ... Maybe the piano man meant that the
fog thickens and then you cant
see the building ..? >
Then Roy is distracted by the pleasant smell of food on a warm fire behind him. The noise of
pots and pans being moved
around. Roy peeks in through the open door. He sees a large man inside what looks like a
kitchen moving around. In the
corner there is an open fire grill. Rather big. Looks like food for a large group of people are
made here. Who though?
< Cinematic. Roy steps inside the kitchen. The big man turns around to greet him: "Aha you
are finally here are you?"
Roy is puzzled and frowns at the cooking man: "Uh you have been expecting me now?" The
big man wipes his right hand on
his dirty apron and extends it towards Roy: "Well of course we have. Cant you see I started
on supper already?" Roy
hesitates and then shakes his hand: "Roy." The cook: "Sup! Good to meet you!" Roy tilts his
head: "Just Sup?" Sup: "Yeah
that is what they like to call me. They cant pronounce my real name. I forgot how to spell
it anyways. Never been good
at the books." Sup points at the stove: "You can help me stoke the fire if you like. The wood
is right there. Just open
grill door down there and throw some on the fire ... Roy then asks: "I am trying to find my way
to the Ironworks.
Do you know where it is? Sup: Oh I think that is what she wants to talk to you about." Roy:
"She?" Sup: "Yes. A woman.
This supper is really important. Good information comes with good food. So help me make it
great and you will find your
way to that Ironworks in no time." Roy just looks at Sup. >
Roy agrees and walks over to a pile of firewood. He picks one up, opens the grill door and throws
it on the fire. The grill
flares up for a second. He throws another log on the fire.
Sup comes to stand behind him: "I got some meat there in the back you can throw it on the grill
for me too if you like." Roy
agrees and walks to the back of the kitchen. He finds an assortment of meat lying on a
wooden table. Fish and a few other
animals he doesn't recognize. Sup yells from the front of the kitchen: "Grab some patatoes
too. They are right next to the
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meat on a shelf." Roy sees the patatoes and grabs a few. He walks back to the grill and throws
the meat on it. Sup suggests:
"For those patatoes you should wrap them in this ..." He walks up behind Roy and puts a roll
of some kind of cloth down next
to him: "This wont burn but it will grill those patatoes nice and evenly." Roy wraps the patatoes
in the fabric and throws
them on the grill next to the patatoes.
< Cinematic. Then Sup gives Roy a weird look. He comes to stand really close to Roy. "You
know. There is a favor you could
do for me. Since you carry a pistol. Strange shape though. Haven't seen one like that
before ..." Roy shakes his head:
"No I cant give it to you. I need it." Sup moves even closer: "No. There is a man upstairs. In one
of my rooms. He is
the leader of a gang. He and his men have terrorized these mountains for a long time. Even
Stone Hunter fears him. He has
very strange powers and many have tried to kill him but failed. Some have ended up working
for him. He moved in here 2
weeks ago and he and his men have been drinking all my wine in the cellar upstairs. They love
the wine so much they cut
a hole right through the top of the cellar and that gave them a quicker access to the wine.
Dont even bother to come down
the stairs anymore. At least that helps me out. They dont scare my guests away. Two of his
men guard the stairs in the dining
area though. You cant get to him up through that staircase. (A shot of the two men
guarding stairway). Roy wonders: "Well
how would I get to him though ..? Not that I have agreed to do it though ..." Sup: "I will make
it worth it for you and
your lady friend though. Besides come here ... " Sup opens a door at a crack and have Roy
peek through: "See you cant get
past thise men at the bottom of the stairs. You wont be able to meet your friend for super
unless you get around them. Kill
the leader upstairs and then sneak back down the stairs and surprise them from behind. They
will never expect anyone getting
at them from upstairs see? I will also cook the best ever supper for you guys you have ever
tasted. It will power you
through at least 3 days. All you have to do is climb up into the winde cellar. There is a hole in
the ceiling.
You get up there and crawl through it and then all you have to do is find the last room at the
very top. Its that easy.
Then kill him. Or ... there might be another way ..."
Monday 5 March 2018
Then Sup closes the door again very carefully and waves at Roy to follow him outside to the
porch. They both walk out on it
and Sup points straight up into the air: "See there it is. The room's only window. You have to
get all the way up there.
Going through the roof of the wine cellar is the best way." Roy understands what he must
do. There are footholds on the
outside so it might be possible to climb up to the window from here but there are gaps between
the porch and the first
reachable foothold against the wall. He has an idea: "Sup what if I can use that ladder of yours
and climb up on this side?"
Sup: "Bad idea. The ladders here are very old. They might break and then you will forever
through that mist below. Dont
think that will end well ..." Roy: "O.k. then very good. Through the wine cellar it is." Roy and
Sup walks back into the
kitchen and Roy goes to stand in front of the ladder that leads into the wine cellar. Sup: "When
you come down those stairs
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knock on the door after you take care of those men. Your meal will probably be ready by then.
I will open the door and
serve it outside to you guys on the patio. Dont keep the lady waiting for too long. Oh one
more thing. No jumping around
once in the cellar. Dont skip a ladder. Climb slowly and keep both hands on the ladder you are
on. Its all rotten up
there and it can crumble under your weight very easily. I already lost my cleaning guy like
that. Poor fela was standing
just outside to was a window and the pane snapped under his weight. He fell into the mists
below. Didn't even scream. >
Roy climbs the ladder. He snorts at the large sacks of grain holding its base in position. He enters
a very dimly lit interior.
Its all made up of a thick and smelly wooden posts and paneling against the walls. There are
dozens of wine bottle racks along
the walls. Most of the bottles are empty though. Some of them smashed. Roy sees a lot of
broken glass on the floor. He walks
carefully not to step in it. Then he hears a loud scream coming from a more brightly lit interior
up ahead. Its coming from
high above. Its a man's voice and it doesn't sound to friendly: "Hurry up you dumb shit. Get
the tube into a new bottle. Master
is out of wine and is waiting. Do I have to come down there and wake you up again?"
Roy notices that there is a long tube of some kind connected to a pump cart standing in front of
him on the floor. The tube
runs straight into an empty bottle from the cart. In a corner there is a bucket with dirty water in
it and a mop. Looks like
someone was cleaning here not too long ago. Then he walks past the cart and sees a thin
man passed out in a comfortable looking
chair right next to a little table. There are empty bottles lying on the little table next to him.
Drinking on the job are you
Roy mumbles out softly ...
< Cinematic. A big fat man at the very top of what looks like the highest point in the wine cellar
is leaning over the edge
trying to see where the thin man is: "I have to taste it first before I pass the tube up to the
boss. Hurry up. Make sure
you choose the best bottle. If it tasts like shit I am going to come down there ..." >
Roy walks on to where he can barely look around the corner and up at the fat man yelling
down from the highest point of the
ceiling. Its brightly lit up there so Roy can see him clearly but the bottom where Roy is standing
is shadowed and dimly lit.
So he doesn't see Roy. Then Roy mumbles to himself: "Must get up there. How am I going to
get past that fat guy up there with
the big mouth?", Roy wonders. He also studies the series of ladders that leads up against the
cellar's walls and wine racks.
It looks like a labarynth reaching the top and who knows which of those ladders will break if
he decides to climb up there. its
going to be a tricky one for sure.
The fat man keeps yelling that if the selection tastes bad he will come down there ...
Roy is thinking ... What if he makes the selection for the thin man? What if he can make an
extra bad one for that fat guy
up there. He will come down here and try and wake up the thin guy. Then maybe sneak around
him and climb the ladders before
the fat man gets back up there? Seems like a good plan. Roy mumbles to himself: "Where can I
find something that tastes really
bad. That will make the fat guy come down here faster than he ever did in the past ..?"
Then Roy looks at the mop and bucket in the far corner. Mmm. I wonder ... Roy smiles. He walks
to the cart. Pushes it closer
to the bucket and mop. "Oh you are going to love this fat guy" , he chuckles softly to himself.
Roy takes the end of the tube and drops it into the bucket ...
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< Cinematic. Roy pulls and yanks on the tube. The fat man believes its a signal and he starts to
suck on the tube until his
whole face turns red. Roy watches the dirty water come out of the bucket and flow through
the tube all the way up to the
fat man. Suddenly there is a loud spurting sound and the fat man yells out louder than
ever before: "You little shit!
What the hell have you found? Piss? I am coming down! Just wait till I get there I will give you
a bottle over the head!" >
Roy slips in between the racks and hides in the shadows. Hopefully that fat guy will walk right
past him and he will be able
to slip past him and work his way up there.
< Cinematic. The fat man is working his way down the ladders: "Its a good thing I can
still remember the way down otherwise
you would have been in even more trouble ..."
Then something unexpected happens. The fat man decides to skip the last ladder and just
jump onto the wooden floor.
However the wood is rotten and his weight crashes right through the floor. Only a narrow rim
of wooden planks remain
around the base area where the vertical walls meet.
Roy's head peeks out around the corner. He is smiling. He walks forward and looks down the
big dark hole and listens as
the fat man crashes through one floor below after another ... "Next time dont skip the last
ladder and do keep both hands
on it", Roy chuckles ..."

U56E laptop was out in the cold ...

By WoC | March 05, 2018 at 05:21 PM EST | No Comments
... it was in storage and got a little cold so its not turning on this morning.
From what I read online you have to give it good time to dry out from condensation and come up
to room temperature. So that is what I am doing. Hopefully no permanent damage. Then I
keep working on my ROG which is fine. Its always with me in a laptop bag so its doing better in
the mornings.
Other than that I have to go deposit 22 cents into my business account today to bring it up
to positive. I cant wait to see the banker's face behind the counter. :-)

Extract from the opening of level 5 ...

By WoC | March 04, 2018 at 07:48 PM EST | No Comments
Roy is standing on the edge of the wooden porch and where there is still a piece of the rope
bridge dangling in the wind. The
wind has died down though and the entire tomb ship is covered by thick fog. Its only barely
visible. The entire space around
the Mill Station has transformed into a weird "heavenly" like world. Almost dreamlike. Not much
of the mountain can be seen
through the thick fog. Its almost as if the Mill Station building is drifting in the middle of a
cloud. What did that piano
man say ..? Sometimes this building is here and sometimes not? Could it have moved into
the clouds somewhere ... drifted off?
Or is it still at the same mountain's side? Roy stands and looks down at where he can barely see
the tomb ship in the fog. He
wonders ... Maybe the piano man meant that the fog thickens and then you cant see the building?

Completed level 4 it took 6 days to write it ...

By WoC | March 04, 2018 at 07:28 PM EST | No Comments
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It took 6 days to write level 4 with all its alternatives. On to level 5 (KITCHEN).

Completed writing of level 4 ...

By WoC | March 04, 2018 at 05:30 PM EST | No Comments
Completed level 4. I am now writing the alternative decisions player can make and the outcomes
of that.
There is a scene at the end of level 4 where the player has to climb around a structure being
blasted with high winds. That is going to be interesting to build in Unreal 4. A little different than
the usual :-)

Put a nice quote in for a VFX job today ...

By WoC | March 02, 2018 at 06:20 PM EST | No Comments
Its drone footage and they want a whole bunch of things done on it.
I don't expect to win the bid though no one wants to pay for VFX anymore and I certainly wont do
it for bottle caps.
So I don't really expect to get the job but whatever.
I have the middle section of the story of level 4 figured out and writing that today.
I am pretty confident about level 4 I think its turning out really well.

Wrote anoter riddle player has to figure out tonight ...

By WoC | March 02, 2018 at 01:07 AM EST | No Comments
"Complete the shape of the little bones for it will be
the call to order for the splintered arm to reach the sky"

Extract ...

By WoC | March 01, 2018 at 11:47 PM EST | No Comments
< Cinematic. Roy walks in closer to investigate. He goes to stand behind the old woman: "Are
you alright?"
The woman turns around rather startled but in too much pain to do it quickly: "No. I cut myself
on that cutter. We
use it to trim the flowers but I cut my hand on it. I knew it would happen some day ..."
Roy looks at her holding her hand dripping blood on the floor: "What can I do to help?"
The old woman introduces herself: "My name is Petals. That is what they call me anyways. Its
not my real name but I forgot
what my real name was. Iv'e been here for so long ... Will you do me a big favour? If I die can
you hide my body so the
Collectors dont find it? I dont want them to take my body."
Roy: "Well let me see if there is anything I can do to help first. You only cut your hand. Sure its
not that serious ..."
Petals: "Maybe you can. My daughter is not here today to help me. There is a medicine
chest somewhere in the basket room
upstairs. The basket room is such a mess though. We dont get much help around here you
know and I cant climb those stairs
with my legs. My daughter can but she forgets. She forgets a lot of things. Sometimes I
wonder why ... and sometimes I
forget to wonder ..."
Roy: "Well let me go see if I can find it. Keep that wound wrapped up until I come back."
Petals: "Thank you dear".
Roy: "Oh I am trying to get to the back end of this tomb ship. There is a cable car there I
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must take to the top to get
out of here. Do you know how to get back there?"
Petals: "Yes there is but the cable car is broken though."
Roy: "I can fix it. I know how."
Petals: "Well that is good. I cant remmeber too clearly how to get there through here. Its
upstairs for sure and then there
is a door ... I think. Tell you what. You bring me a drink from the wine room upstairs near
the basket room and I might
remmeber a little better. It will help with the pain too ..."
Roy: "O.k. I will." >
Roy walks away from Petals and stops in front of a bag on the floor. There is a whole bunch of
tomb raider skulls in it.
Roy wonders what that is doing in here. Then Roy walks further along and
stops in front of the big opening on the far end just to look at the view and to check it out. He
walks in between rows
of coffins. They are all made out of metal of some kind and have big locks on them. There are
flower arrangements at the head of each one. Looks like this place is a flower shop for the dead
or something Roy thinks to
himself. Then he also sees more tomb raider skulls on top of the coffins. They hiss at Roy as
he walks past them. They also
skreech as they turn slowly to keep their eyes on Roy. He reaches the big wide opening and
looks down at the fast moving
mists below in the canoyn. He sees faces in the mist and wonder if those are from all the dead
here on the tomb ship.
Maybe the Collectors have something to do with that ...
< Cinematic. Then as if the mere thought of the Collectors got their attention, a group of 3
weird looking flying craft stops
right in front of the opening. Men is long black clothes and only one arm each get out and
steps into the floor where Roy
is standing. There are 8 in total. Four from each flying machine. They walks towards Roy and
forms a tight half cicle
around him. One of them seems to be the leader. He looks very dead, half rotten but yet he
speaks to Roy: "Is she dead yet?"
Roy assumes he means the old lady upfront: "No she just cut her hand. I dont think she will
die ..." The half dead man in
black speaks again: "Oh just let her bleed out. She is as good as dead anyways."
Roy folds his arms: "What do you want?"
The man speaks again: "We came to collect some dead bodies. Tell you what. We can give you
a very good deal. You help us
load some of these coffins onto our ships and we can give you some of our Flying Stones. They
are very powerful and worth
a lot in this world. We have only one arm. Not like lucky you who have two. Just leave that
old woman out of it. She is
nearly deaf anyways wont even know if we take them."
Roy: "Oh I know all about Flying Stones actually. I nearly turned to stone last time I touched
one of those ..."
The man in black snorts and spits on the ground: "Well I will take that as a no then."
Then the man in black draws a long sharp knife. Roy takes a step back as the other men
draws their knives too. They close in
on Roy ... Their single arms stretched out from their chests holding their knives ...
Then suddenly they hear a cry coming from the other end of the room. Petals is holding one of
the tomb raiders' skulls in
her healthy hand: "Collectors! You give them a hand and they take an arm!"
Collector leader named Spit: "I thought your hand got hurt."
Petals: "Humans have 2 hands and this one works just fine!"
With that said Petals aims and throws the skull straight at Spit's head. It hits him right in his
face and his whole head
explodes into dust.
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Roy pulls out his side arm. He fires a shot at one of the remaining Collectors but nothing
happens. The bullet simply goes
right through him.
Petals yells: "Bullets wont kill them! Take the skulls from the coffins! Aim for their heads!"
Roy reaches out for the skulls on the coffins and throws it at the heads of the Collectors. One by
one he and Petals kill them
and their heads explodes into a puff of rotten dust.

9 New characters for level 4 ...

By WoC | March 01, 2018 at 10:58 PM EST | No Comments
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Talking Monkeys.
Spit.
(leader Collector that spits).
7 Other Collectors.
Worm of the dead. (A huge worm made up of body pieces of dead
people, aliens and animals).
Dead Bird.
Bone Grinder.
Door Monkey.
Tim.
Petals.

Beautiful sunny day ...

By WoC | March 01, 2018 at 08:11 PM EST | No Comments
Its a beautiful sunny day in Bellingham and I am busy on level 4. Happy with the way
the story comes along. Only one little concern and that is I have to stay disciplined with
my imagination in order not to drift too far away with the main theme of the story.
Otherwise everything good and I am just cruising right along ...

The piece I wrote standing in line at foodbank today ...

By WoC | February 28, 2018 at 10:22 PM EST | No Comments
Roy decides to look around the mountain side of the tomb. Maybe there is another door or
opening there. He thought he saw
something coming over the rope bridge.
Just around the corner Roy sees the opening of what looks like the mouth of a concrete
stormwater tunnel. Interesting Roy
thinks to himself. He goes and stands in the opening to see where it leads ...
< Cinematic. Roy the boy is standing in the opening of the concrete stormwater tunnel
looking inside. Then two other boy's
faces appear on the sides and look into the pipe too. Its Roy's two best friends. One of them
is Johnny. Johnny asks:
"Roy you sure we should go in there?" Roy takes a step inside: "I am the leader am I not?
We should go in. Lets see how
far it goes". The other boy Tim asks: "What if water suddenly comes down the pipe?" Roy
takes another step into the pipe:
"Well its not raining today is it? Why would water suddenly come through it?"
Roy crouches and crouchwalks into the pipe. The other two boys just look at each other but
then they too follow Roy into
the pipe. Roy looks ahead: "There is light coming from upfront there. I think its coming through
a manhole".
Tim: "I have the candles and the matches. We have light if we need it." The boys continues on
and into the section with a
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manhole at the top. Light is dimly streaking through it. There is a rusted iron ladder mounted
on the sidewall made up of
old red bricks. The boys continue on. Johnny: "Its so dark further in. We can just hang out
here". Roy: "No it goes further.
We have to see how far it goes. Lets go. Before they climb into the next section of the pipe there
is a loud noise and dust
falls on them through the manhole. There is also a dark shadow that passed overhead. Tim:
"What the hell was that noise?".
Roy signals with his hand for everyone to stay calm: "That was just a car. Nothing to worry
about. it drove over the manhole
cover". Johnny: "Gees. That was really loud!"
The boys continue further and deeper into the concrete pipe ...
They arrive at a section where there is a steep upward turn in the pipe's design and it splits up
into two smaller pipes.
Roy settles in. He takes action figures out of his backpack: "We can set up base 1 here. Lets
mount those candles and light
light them ..." Tim pulls out the candles and matches and hands it over Johnny to Roy. Roy
places the candles in different
spots in the joint section. Some on the walls. Then he lights them.
The boys continue to build their base 1 and play a game with their action figures. Then they
decide its time to go. They
decide to leave the action figures behind and let the candles burn.
Then the boys continue back through the concrete pipe all the way to the mouth where
they entered.
Tim stays in the mouth as the other two boys walk away. He looks back it the soft flickering light
of the candles deep
back inside the pipe: "Wonder how long those candles will burn." Roy: "Dont know. We will
come back later and see if they
are still burning". Tim: "When do you think we will be back here again?" Roy: "No idea. We
will have to see ..."
Tim leaves the mouth of the pipe and follows the other two boys up the hill ...
... Roy as a man is standing in the mouth of the concrete pipe. He looks down and at its
bottom there is a long streak
of candle wax that leads deep into the pipe. Roy: "Guess that wax might lead to Angry Water
or something ..." Roy
crouchwalks into the pipe hoping to find Angry Water to dip his arrows in in there somewhere ... >

Worked on level 4 in a notebook while standing in line at foodbank ...

By WoC | February 28, 2018 at 09:13 PM EST | No Comments
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At current pace I am writing ...

By WoC | February 27, 2018 at 05:51 PM EST | No Comments
... I will finish the writing of the entire game on Friday 18th of May.
Its a little ways off so I will try speed it up :-)

8 days to write level 3 and on to level 4 (Tomb) ...

By WoC | February 27, 2018 at 03:41 PM EST | No Comments
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Kicking off on level 4: TOMB.

Working on many different alternatives of level 3 (MINE) ...

By WoC | February 27, 2018 at 12:30 AM EST | No Comments
Level 3 has many more options and decisions the player character can make and I am writing all
the alternatives at the moment. I have to do two different cinematics that tells the same story
for this level since Roy can either decide to go with the Boat Boy tot he island or he can swim to
the island himself.
Its coming along fine though and will probably finish tomorrow.

Computer and tech help ...

By WoC | February 26, 2018 at 09:18 PM EST | No Comments
Added a computer and tech help banner on my Clikfoot website.
People are starting to come to me with computer and video issues so I thought why not.

http://worldofclouds.com/cwhatwedo.html

Finished writing of level 3 (MINE) and now ...

By WoC | February 25, 2018 at 09:36 PM EST | No Comments
... writing the alternative decisions the player can make. Feel good about level 3 think that
worked out really well :-)
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Rewriting a piece of level 3 today ...

By WoC | February 25, 2018 at 09:02 PM EST | No Comments
I am drifting a little too far off from the main theme of the game so am taking a few steps back
to rewrite . add to level 3.

Extract from the story of level 3 ....

By WoC | February 24, 2018 at 10:01 PM EST | No Comments
... Roy hears a voice coming from the far corner of the dining room. There is a large water pipe
of some kind on
a table that was turned right side up to stand on the ceiling now floor. In a large comfortable
chair there sits
what looks like the remains of one of the creatures that boarded the ship. He is long dead
though but the
strange thing is his water pipe is still working and there is a face inside the glass vase like
tube mounted on
top of the pipe. The face is mumbling to itself until Roy comes to stand next to it.
Then the face made up of smoke looks up at Roy: "You dont look like you belong here. Where
did you come from?",
the Smoke Face asks Roy.
Roy frowns at the smoke face inside the pipe: "I am on my way to the Ironworks. I have to get
to the ceiling of
the cave by freeing the ship from the chains with this key", Roy holds up the key he forged on
the island.
Smoke Face smiles: "Aha you passed the test I see. First one. Very good. Only thing is to get to
the top of the
ship where the chains are locked together you have to pass through the last deck. its filled
with Flying Stones
and a lot of them have leaked out of the drums."
Roy grunts: "Yeah I know about those Flying Stones alright. Cant touch those things without
turning to stone".
Smoke Face frown: "Yes sounds like you know about those things already. Only Stone Hunters
can handle them for
a while anyways but even they eventually turn to stone. In order to pass through that last deck
you need to
cover your skin with a fish oil. Its at the bottom of the cave unfortunatly. Its also very hard to
find. You
will need a guide to take you to it."
Roy folds his arms: "Oh really? And where do I find this guide? Is it a fish?"
Smoke Face chuckles: "It is a fish actually. If you find the man with the cat with nine tails you
will find the
Fish Guide. Its in a small bottle the man always carries with him. He is somewhere in the ship
I believe. I
dont think they bothered to take him."
Roy wonders: "Then once I have this fish what do I do with it?"
Smoke Face grunts: "Then you have to climb down the main mast all the way into the water
and down to the bottom
of the lake. You will have to hold your breath and set the Fish Guide free. Its attracted to the oil
and will
swim for it. You need to follow it. Then grab the fish oil and bring it back up the mast and into
the ship."
Roy frowns: "Then what do I do with it?"
Smoke Face continues: "You cover your body with it. Face, arms, hands anything that is exposed
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to the air. Then
you wont turn to stone when you pass through that deck."
Roy looks on as Smoke Face begins to fade away. In a few seconds he is gone. The smoke inside
the water pipe has
cleared completely.
Roy glares at the dead pirate creature one more time. At its chicken like legs: "Pfft. What he hell
are these
things and what were they smoking?", Roy mumbles out loud ...

New characters in level 3 ...

By WoC | February 24, 2018 at 08:55 PM EST | No Comments
So far I have 3 new characters in level 3. Most of them inside the old sailing ship.
I have 30 characters total in my game now.
28. The Boat Boy (Johnny).
29. Smoke Face.
30. The Blue Stinger Bug.
Writing of level is coming along. I am trying to make the visit to the old sailing ship interesting
and filled with sub plots and discoveries.

Taking 2 and a half hours today to email around for work ...

By WoC | February 23, 2018 at 07:54 PM EST | No Comments
... and then I will continue writing on level 3. I am writing the history of the old pirate ship
today, what happened to its crew and why its upside down and floating in the air.
Had tomatoes and potatoes for lunch and we had more snow in Bellingham this morning.
Budget is extremely tight. I have $8 left in my name with $200 coming in in the next 3 weeks or
so for a VFX job I completed.
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Took a step back today to research 17th century pirate life ...

By WoC | February 22, 2018 at 09:12 PM EST | No Comments
I have to write the scenes inside the upside down pirate ship in level 3 next so I took a step
back today to research pirate life and their ships in the 17th century. Also to get more familiar
with the terminologies like the whip sailors made by untangling the end of a rope into nine
strings. They called it the cat with nine tails. That was used for flogging sailors who were
found guilty of crimes onboard.

Took 5 days to write level 2 ...

By WoC | February 21, 2018 at 07:17 PM EST | No Comments
It took only 5 days to write level 2.
That is great.
A squirrel got into my hot chocolate and made a huge mess this morning.
I am deep into writing level 3 and its going well.

Published version 4 of the Triangle Trader's Guide ...

By WoC | February 20, 2018 at 11:19 PM EST | No Comments
I updated info on Ice Bleeders ...

http://worldofclouds.com/triangletradersguide.html

Level 2 writing complete and I wrote my first poem ...

By WoC | February 20, 2018 at 09:00 PM EST | No Comments
Level 2 is done.
Kicking off with level 3.
I also wrote my first poem in the game that holds some kind of magic:
"Misty me to take the stones that drift to hell I did drink from the
spider's blood my body will no longer crack in the winds ..."

Said no to antoher cartoon art job ...

By WoC | February 20, 2018 at 08:09 PM EST | No Comments
I did 2 roughs on spec for client.
They wanted tshirt designs of cartoony food.
They wanted to pay less than $45 per design though so I said no to the work.
Otherwise fine and continuing on with writing on my game's story.
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Level 2 is written all the way through ...

By WoC | February 20, 2018 at 12:31 AM EST | No Comments
The story for level 2 is written all the way through. I still have to write the different decisions
the player can make and what alternative events can lead to. More snow this weekend aaargh.

Sunday the 18th ...

By WoC | February 19, 2018 at 07:11 PM EST | No Comments
Got the last snow of the winter I think up here.
Only very light but the wind blew a few trees over.
There was a power outage right when I had my laundry in the dryer.
So I had to line dry everything.
It dried in the wind but t froze rock solid.
So I just left it on the line overnight and today in the sun it was dry and soft again.
Made dinner and breakfast in the woods again.
Writing on level 2 is coming along fine.
I am about two thirds through it.
New characters and interesting discoveries.
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Made some subtle changes to my websites ...

By WoC | February 17, 2018 at 04:18 PM EST | No Comments
... and dumped the idea to pull social media back into my world.
Nah.

Went to the Bellingham foodbank today ...

By WoC | February 16, 2018 at 08:03 PM EST | No Comments
Stocked up on the essentials.
Trying to cut my cost of living right down to the bone so I can spend as much time possible on game.

Continuing writing tonight ...

By WoC | February 16, 2018 at 12:26 AM EST | No Comments
Kicking off on level 2 tonight. I sent a lot of emails out today for work and filled out applications
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for game and VFX jobs. Hopefully something will come of it we will see.
I have a good idea for a dungeon character. Looking forward to writing him tonight.
The health care services here in Bellingham cancelled my brother's medical insurance.
Absolute shits. Another cowardly move by a government that murders the poor in this
country. Absolute disgrace. Fuck them.

Posted screen grabs of levels built in prototype version ...

By WoC | February 15, 2018 at 07:55 PM EST | No Comments
http://worldofclouds.com/cmapbuildingforgames.html

About 18 days to write the first level and opening cinematic ...

By WoC | February 13, 2018 at 11:36 PM EST | No Comments
So I am kicking off on writing level 2 tonight. It took about 18 days to write the first level
and opening cinematic. I am hoping level 2 will be little faster ....

Flowchart of storyline ...

By WoC | February 13, 2018 at 10:16 PM EST | No Comments
I am almost beginning to feel the need to draw up a flowchart of the storyline over a
visual representation of the level map. Just to see where things go and cant go. Where
your character goes to explore and how it all connects up.

Writing alternative options for player character for level 1 ...

By WoC | February 13, 2018 at 07:13 PM EST | No Comments
Its so strange writing for a game. I have to revisit level 1's story now and think of all the
alternative decisions the player character can make and routes he can take. Getting to
characters from another part of the building or through another door. Going backwards through
an otherwise linear progression of the story.

List of characters introduced in level 1 ....

By WoC | February 13, 2018 at 12:24 AM EST | No Comments
These are all TEMP names of course only Roy Stratik the lead character's name is final.
1. Roy Stratik.
2. Ghost woman.
3. Navigator.
4. Gunner lookout 1.
5. Gunner lookout 2.
6. Co pilot.
7. Levers.
8. Piano Man.
9. Reptile bat bird.
10. Rock Princess.
11. Crank Little.
12. Wire robot 1.
13. Wire robot 2.
14. Wire robot 3.
15. Wire robot 4.
16. Wire Man.
17. Stone Hunter 1 (pilot).
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Stone Hunter 2.
Stone Hunter 3.
Stone Hunter 4.
Jack Banger.
List Maker.
The Baker's rolling pins. (several).
The Baker.

Level 1 EXPLORE is written all the way through ...

By WoC | February 12, 2018 at 11:57 PM EST | No Comments
Writing of the first level is all the way done up to the transition to level 2. With multiple
characters and outcomes. Different routes the player character can take. I just need to refine
the different options and things the character can do.

Episodic approach ...

By WoC | February 12, 2018 at 06:48 PM EST | No Comments
I was dabbling with the idea ... again ... last night to build the game one level at a time and
sell them as I finish them. To raise money to build the next level. I know that is the smarter way
to do it and that would be the way to go but somehow I cant bring myself to do it that way. I
just feel that the entire story should be completed first before I publish the game. Its a weird
thing. I guess I am just afraid I will never get a chance to finish the whole game. Its such a
long road ahead but yet I want to take that road. It just feels right to me.
I heard that Life is Strange was made this way and released in 5 episodes. The model worked
for them so I am wondering if I should do the same thing ...
PAGE BREAK >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Water wheel ...

By WoC | February 11, 2018 at 11:24 PM EST | No Comments
I am writing the first puzzle in the game the character has to figure out. A key is stuck on a
water wheel of the Mill Station. he has to somehow climb down the side of the wheel to retrieve
the key but another character is sitting on top of the wheel and the shifts in weight could cause
the key to fall and be lost forever.
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